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{BSTRACT Lowering and abolistung internal tariffs and non-tari.ff barriers, establishing
:.:lunon extemal tariffs, common agrrcultural policy and other corrrmon industrial policies
. : European economic rntegration) should have a profound effect on economic interaction,

:,: -n within and befween the economies involved. This paper employs interregional input-
:,-:put data to indicate whether or not and in what manner the interdependency within and

'e:rr'een the economies of the six old EC-countries has changed over the years 1959, 1965,
:- 

_r and 1975.

:, INTRODUCTION

Input-output tables have been used widely to investigate industrial structure and

r,i:raction, primarily at an intra-national and intra-regional level. Trade statistics
:..:.'. e been used intensively to study the interaction betrveen economies and the

:,:ssible effects of lowering barriers to trade, almost exclusively at the international

r.:l If both types of data sources are integrated, interregional or international input-
r-?ut tables result.

The interesting question then arises whether such tables may be used fruitfully to
fi-d. the interplay between intersectoral and international or interregional

m-dependencies. More specifically, one may ask if such tables may shed more light
r ihe issue of the impacts of economic integration on trade and industrial structure,
.: more light than may be shed by trade or sectoral composition data alone.

To answer this question, ofcourse, requires data over different years. As changes

n rhe industrial structure occur only in the long run, consistent tables would be

reled for a relatively long period of time. At the interregional level within countries,
::,ie data are notoriously absent or fragmentary. Hence, most interregional input-
r-:put tables cover only one year and either contain non-survey data or assume the

u:re import coefficient to hold true for different consuming sectors in each region.

.rr3n's rntenegional tables probably offer the only exception in this respect.

The situation at the international level (i.e. between countries) is not much better,
l:ept for the fact that trade data are generally more abundant and reasonably

urrate. In Japan such data have been used to construct some bilateral full

lhis paper was presented at the 29th European RSA Congress, Cambridge, August 1989
n: :he 9th International Conference on Input-Output Techniques, Keszthely, September
': ' The author thanlis Rodney iensen for his comments.
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information input-output tables (see Ren Ruoen, 1993, for an oven ltr
International input-output tables for more than trvo countries are rare and will moin
be of the limited information t1pe, which uses the column trade coeffioEr
assumption mentioned above (see Oosterhaven, 1984, for a classification of possrrr
interregional tables). In Europe, the tables constructed by Schilderinck (1984) presatr

a remarkable case, since they cover not only the five EC-corurtries, but also a fcu
year spread over a long period of time (1959, 1965,1970 and 1975). Moreover. tbr
sectoral detail is considerable, with 30 sectors for 1959 and 1965 and 44 sectors fr
1965,1970 and 1975.

The next section briefly summarises the main characteristics of these tables m
discusses their 'suitability for descriptive and explanatory analysis, with spe$r
attention to the possibility of testing intemational ffade theory. Section 3 presee
some first exploratory empirical outcomes based on the published data coverin,s il
sectors, followed in Section 4 with a srunmary of the EC-output multipliers. The fi;r
section concludes with some suggestions for further research that might be basee :r
these data.

2, SCHILDERINCK'S TABLES

Data from different countries and statistics for different years are, unfortunate:
mostly classified according to different rules. Analyses over time and space, horver =
require the use of comparable data. Hence, the first major problem in the constructu
of a comparable series of EC-intercountry input-output tables is one of nomenclatrrt
Here we rvill discuss the major problems encountered (see Schilderinck, 1982. for r
more detailed account).

For the classification of industries Schilderinck follorvs NACE-CLIO. r-
European input-output sector classification of Eurostat, which uses a redefirution t'
the general EC-classification of economic activities (NACE) in that each activiq x
defined in terms of a specific goup of commodities according to the EC-

classification for imports and exports (NIMEXE) (see Eurostat, 1979). For 1959 :.r
West-German Eurostat table contains only 37 sectors which are not comparable rrii
the 65 sectors in the 1959 tables for France, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgrum a-
Luxembourg. Furthermore, the 1959 aggregation differs from that of l96j
Consequently, the l959-intenegional table not only contains fewer sectors (30) tru
the sector comparabiliqv with the 1965 table presents difficulty as well.

The Eurostat input-output tables contain matrices for competitive imports frcm

other EC-countries and separately from non-EC-countries. Hence, the ma-::r

empirical problem is the allocation of the imports among all EC-countries. For ths
allocation, Schilderinck used the Eurostat import data. Here a major problem follor.:
from the fact that the 1959 and 1965 import data are not based on the NIMEIG-
classification (rvith which the EC input-output tables are comparable) but on t-b
CST-nomenclature, u'hich itself was extensively revised in 1960.

Hence. the 1959 import data rvere first regrouped according to the new CSi-
classification and then both the regrouped 1959 and 1965 import data s'c:
reclassified to the NlMEXE-classification that rvas used for the 1970 and l9-:
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:mport data. Consequently, the comparability of the spatial division of the imports
rom other EC-countries between I 95 9, I 965 and I 970, ll97 5 may be incomplete.

Besides comparability, however, there is also a major problem of reliability with
;egard to this allocation. It has two aspects.

First, the import data do not reveal the industry or the tlpe of final demand sector

bv which the imports are consumed. Hence, the column trade coeflicient assumption
rs used. It implies, for example, the assumption that German manufacturing receives

lre same percentage of its Ec-fuel imports from France, as Germany as a whole. The

same overall percentage is applied to EC-fuel imports by German market services,

German private consumers, etc. As a consequence, one cannot study differences in
Jre intra-EC origin of imports along any row of Schilderinck's I-O tables.

Second, the use of import data means that the intra-EC exports in Schilderinck's
:ables are estimated with the aid of the import data from the other EC-countries.
3ence, they do not have to correspond with the intra-EC exports from the Eurostat
rational tables. This means that in the tables of Schilderinck (1984), total output
r.long the rows does not equal the value of total production down the columns of the
':bles. The difference is put in an 'expenditure balance' column. When this column is
rvided cell-wise by the estimated total of intra-EC exports from the same table, one

g3rs an indication of the estimation error involved in the use of the column trade

:oeffi cient assumption.2
Besides this empirical inconsistency the expenditure balance also hides a major

;onceptual inconsistency. The Eurostat data on domestic transactions and foreign
3\ports Eue measured in producers' prices, whereas the imports are measured in ex

--ustoms prices. Consequently, the export data trade and transport margins are shown

-parately, whereas they are added to the producers' price in the import data. For

xonomic analyses it rvould of course have been preferable if the import data were

:--io measured in producers' prices.

At the aggregate level of six sectors, the average absolute relative error for intra-
fC manufacturing exports is ll.5 per cent (n:20,4 years x 5 EC-countries). For
::el and power the relative enor is 21.5 per cent and for agriculture 39.8 per cent.

lrven the regulated character of EC-agriculture and the consequent administrative
-:quirements, this deviation is surprisingly large. The other three sectors hardly

riport at all (see Figure l) and therefore we find far larger (relative) estimation

rors3 of I l6 per cent for building and construction, 140 per cent for market sen ices

- Schilderinck (1984) gives a regional subdivision of this total. For German agnculture
'---:s gives, for example, the difference betrveen the use by German agriculture of inputs from
:,. French sectors together and the total exporl of German agricultural products to France. As
r ;.rmpletely different set of products is involved this subdivision does not provide very useful
'':a Only the row totals of the expenditure balance matrices are of relevance as they
-3:resent the totalised error from the intra-EC import coefficient assumption and the pricing
:-i.'rnsistency per sector per country.

Schilderinck (1984) only relates the total estimation error (with pluses and minuses
cJed together) of all sectors and all countnes to the corresponding total production value.
';iturally, this gives very small percentage errors that are misleading for two reasons. First,

(continued...)
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and an unmeasurably large (relative) difference for non-market serv'ice-.

Consequently, analyses of the intra-EC pattern of exports for these last three sectors

are not very useful.
Analyses of the spatial pattern of infa-Ec imports, however, are not preclude:

by these errors because of the internal consistency of using infra-Ec import shares

per country to divide the EC-imports of that same counbry. The same holds true for

calculating all kind of input-output multipliers, as long as they use only inpu
coefficients (see Oosterhaven, 1988, 1989, for a critical evaluation of multiplien

based on output coefficients). Even so, some care is required if the analysis concerns

the last three sectors.

A final and.minor difference in the treatment of data relates to the imput*
interest of financial institutions. In 1959 this imputed interest is beated as an outpr:

that is consumed as part of the financial services used by industries, consumers allc.

government. In the other years Eurostat allocates total imputed interest to the

diagonal cell of the financial institutions sector and subtracts it again in the valw

added row. This of course makes input coefficients, multipliers etc. for this secto;

non-comparable behveen 1959 and the later years.

Agriculture Fuel Manufact. Building Mark. ser. Non-mark. ser

Figure l. Openness Ratios for Imports

3(...continued)

the pluses and minuses partly balance, i.e. absolute errors should have been added, an;
second, the differences should not be related to total output but to total intra-Ec exports l.^

which they apply. The reason for our difference in treatment follows from the fact tha:

Schilderinck conceptually only relates the zero-condition on the expenditure balances to the

equivalence of total intra-Ec exports and imports, disregarding the intra-Ec expon-
estimation errors and the pncrrg inconsistency for each sector in each country.
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3. SOME EXPLORATORY EMPIRICAL OU'TCOMES

Notwithstanding the fact that the comparability of Schilderinck's tables is limited
rn some respects, these tables do represent a unique data base to analyse the sectoral

and spatial interdependency of economic activities within the European Community.
Below we will present some first results based on the aggregated tables with six
sectors and five EC-countries from Schilderinck (1984).

Figure I shows the openness ratios for the average EC-counuy with regard to its
total use ofproducts from each ofthe six sectors, viz.

55

I ec. .l

ft ^r, 
p: r ,,',)l* roo% (l)

u_l'rcre /,"0 : use by the intermediate or final sector p in EC-country s of products

iom sector i in EC-country r, and . : sumnation over the relevant subscript or
superscript.

First, Figure I shorvs the well-known difference in spatial mobility of goods

i ersus services, with import ratios of roughly 20 per cent for goods and less than 5

:€r cent for services. Second, it shows the clear increase in openness ofthe national
lC-markets with respect to all products. The relative decrease in agricultural imports
:om 1959 to 1965 is surprising. The increase in fuel imports from 1970 to 1975 is

=ainly explained by higher oil prices and not by a larger relative volume of fuel
Eports. The sffange, even negative, results for non-market services require further
-r'estigation, but will most probably be due to changes in the statistical treaftnent of
:evernment production.
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The continuous increase in manufacturing import ratios, from ll.4 per c€3 @

1959 to 205 per cent in 1975, will be due to the abolition of infa-Ec tarift. u
lowering of the extemal EC-tariffs, as well as to technological change leadri-: c
increasing scales of production. It is, however, interesting to note that this inc:alr
does not apply to all consuming sectors, as follows from the disaggregated ana-rsu

which is not shown here. Agriculhre, manufacturing and non-market services sh:q l
surprising decrease in their relative imports of rnanufacturing products between I i?I
and 1975. The overall increase in manufacturing imports betrveen these 1:n
obviously, relates primarily to the use of final manufacturing outputs by pn'.a
consumers.

nd

1959

1965

1 970

1 975

Germany France ltaty Netherlands Belgium/Lu.

Figure 3. Intra-EC Export-Specialisation Ratios
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Figure 4. Extra-EC Export-Specialisation Ratios
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Next, the question should be asked whether this increasing openness primaril-v
::lates to intra-EC trade or to trade rvith other countries (OC). Although, as argued in
ie last section, the data concemed are a little less reliable, we will look at the export
:ata and investigate if different EC-countries behave differently. Figure 2 shows the

-tro of intra-EC exports to extra-EC exports. The time pattem for all countries looks
inazingly alike, u'ith a strong gro*'th in this ratio up to 1970 and a remarkable
:.rirrmon fall betrveen 1970 and 1975. The probable explanations are the strong
:crease in the value of the imports from the oil-producing countries and the

:rrension of the EC in 1973, which might have led to a relative decrease of the intra-
IC exports between the original five EC-countries.

According tb traditional international trade theory, increasing trade rvill be based

:r the exploitation of comparative advantages and will undoubtedly lead to
;;ecialisation. The new international trade theory, holever, rvhich assLlr.l.lcs

-!:easing retrrns to scale, heterogeneous products and imperfect compctitiort is less

: :rr in its predictions, although most authors in most theoretical cascs prcdict an

;',-i3iS€ in intra-industry trade (see, for example, Helpman and Krugntan, 1985),
,':-;h means that specialisation might increase as rvell as decrease. Frgurcs 3 and 4

,'-ir 1[s changes in specralisation for intra-EC and extra-EC (i.e. OC) cxports
.-sIateh':

Dlt'i ln'j - n':'lrt:'l * 0.5 + loo% (2)
t

N-r:i e exports and s EC in Figurc 3 and OC in Figurc 4. Hctrce,

,:'::.alisation is measured b1'means of thc sumlned absolute diffcrcnccs in erporl

':;--:s betu'een the countrv undcr consideration and thc EC as a ultolc
lhe nrrxed outcomes are the results of ven' diflcrcnt trndcrhing dcrclopntctrts.

.: . s high spccralization in 1959 is caused solclv b1 a l7 pcrccntagc point larger

":.:::.'olagriculture in total exports to the EC, uhcrcas its specialisal.iort itt c\ports to
-i-- :s causcd primarily by a 6 pcrcentage point ovcr-spccillisation irt cxports of
r..L-rr'! scn'iccs and onl-v 4 percentage points in agriculturc. uhich i[ loscs by 1965.

: . s ri-'-Spccialisation in intra-EC exports is mainly duc to thc strong increase in its
:::- -.icturing exports (5 percentage points larger than the EC-average).

-:.r- \cthcrlands provides an orher remarkable case. In 1959 it spccialised in
.r':-;-.:rral cxports to the EC (a l0 percentage point larger share than the EC-
u i::::''. but in exports to OC it spccialised in market services (+12 percentage

:, r-i In 197,5, holever, its spccialisation is cntircly due to its export of fuel and

r '.:- ::oducts (+13 per cent to thc EC and +l I per ccnt to OC).

- .." Qgrm3rr, consistentlv spccialised in exporting the same t),pe of products.
":*-,- ,. :ranufacturing. The samc holds true for Bclgiunr (including Luxcmbourg) as

;r L: ..s rntra-EC exports arc conccmed. Its exports to OC, hou,ever. partll'shifted
: ': -'-:l products in 1959 (+9 pcrcentage points) to non-market services (+5

mv,::-::_rJ points) in 1975.
--,' ..bi ious question that ariscs ncxt is rvhether or not export specialisation goes

l;*-.: - .:rnd rrith or even causcs specialisation rn total outpllt. Figurc 5 shou's the
- 

_- spt-cial isation ratios :

57
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I vA: I uA.' - vAE: I vA': I x 0.5 * loo% -r;

Hence, they measure the summed absolute percentage point differences r: ..r!!
added shares befween the country at hand and the EC as a whole.

Figures 3,4 and 5 show no systematic relationship. Figure 5, contrary to F:,*n: !
and,4, shows clear upward or downward trends in each country except for Cr-m
Specialization ratios calculated on the cells of the whole intercountry table anc :nn
balculated along the rows of the table (not shown in this paper) do not shos' : :er
pattern. These (dis)aggregated results must relate to the fact that the !'a:--it
international trade theory becomes less relevant as its main assumptions (cccsn
returns to scale, homogeneous products and perfect competition) increasinglv b*-::c
outdated and the product mix in international trade become less and less predic::r:'c

The mirror image of national specialisation is the spatial concentraer dr
production in only one or a few countries. In this case one may ca-=.Lrr
concentration ratios for total sectoral value added (Figure 6) and one could ca.---in
such ratios for an individual sector for each of the cells along its ror. :{:
manufacturing, see Figure 7). The latter ratios are calculated as:

I l 
"ff 

t 
":E; 

- vA,' / vAE: | * 0.s ', r00o/o .ii

rvhere VAi : gross added measured at market prices of sector i in country r. ll=q
these ratios shorv if the production of manufacturing outputs consumed by sect::-- u
more spatially concentrated than that of manufacturing as a rvhole.

Germany France ltaly Netherlands Belgium/Lrx.

Figure 5. Country Specialisation Ratios for Gross Value Added at M.P
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Figure 6. Sectoral Concentration Ratios for Gross Value Added at M.P.
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"r Figure 6, the spatial concentration of a sector as a whole is compared with that
:r ':c corresponding economies as a whole. The decreasing spatial concentration of
qruulrue stems directly from the fact that its share in total production decreases
lorst m those countries where it was largest. This does not imply that agricultural
rrJucts are traded less (see Figure 1). In the case of fuel production, however, we
s 311 increasing spatial concentration between 1970 and 1975 that goes hand in
rod sith an increase in fiade (see Figure l).

leg
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Figure 7. Manufacturing Concentration Ratios for Sales at Cell Levels
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The development in the other sectors is less clear. It is remarkable th-'' n
manufacturing sector and the market sen'ices both show relatively high ler -.x d
spatial concentration, whereas manufacturing products are traded far more ar
market services (see again Figure l). Besides international trade, one certainlr is r
consider the level of development (and possibly also some sectoral sl455ifi'^r-
conventions) as a cause of differences in spatial concentration of production. \hn
developed economies have more services and therefore one finds a sl.er
concentration of production according to differences in GNP per capita without .",'n-
trade.

Most of the concentration ratios of individual manufacturing outputs (see F:-l-
7) show a U-cufve development over time, rvhereas manufacturing as a u'hole s
Figure 6) shows an inverted U-curve development. At present rve har: r
explanation for this phenomenon. Even more remarkable is the fact tha: c
production of manufacturing exports gets less concentrated between 1970 and -:T
u'hereas trade in manufacfuring products increases (see Figure l).

The conclusion from this brief exploration of the data from Schilderinck's :-a:xq

seems to be twofold. Empirically, several as yet utexplained outcomes are obs=.t
In some cases, in view of the specific nature of the data concerned, especiallr lq3
the rows of the tables, these outcomes may warn us not to jump to conclusiocs h
some other cases, however, these interesting data show that concentrsr,
specialisation and trade do not exhibit an easy one-to-one relationship to each rr:fu
Factors such as the market structure and the level of development also play a rol:

4. INDIRECT PRODUCTION EFFECTS

As I'et, rve have not used these data for the purposo for which ther '.r=cr

originally- assembled, i.e. to measure the strength and the development o: n
economic interdependency among sectors and among countries within the Eurorca
Commuriqv. The Leontief-matrix for the complete intercountry EC-tables u'ith i'c
countries and six sectors may be studied directly'from Schilderinck (1985t .

paper shorvs onlv the column totals of the u'hole matnx (i.e. the national prod:i;
multipliers). It should be noted that the latter multipliers, contrary to usual pra.-

include the intra-EC feedback effects betrveen the different EC-countric-s

Oosterhaven, 198 l, for a further discussion on these feedback effects).
Table I shorvs the indirect production effects (i.e. the multipliers minus the c:

effect) by sector, b1'country, by year. First, note the general sectoral size differer.;=r
The goods producing sectors (1, 3 and 4) have larger indirect production effects'c:
the sen'ices sectors (5 and 6). Per unit of final demand the latter, horvever, might
have larger value added effects, n'hich is something that rvill be studied later.

Second, it should be noted that The Netherlands and Belgium in particular i.
larger intra-EC spill-overs than the three other larger countries. This is priman.r
size effect. For the smaller cotntries, the rest of the EC is larger than is the case

the other countries.
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Thirdly, it should be noted that these intra-EC spill-over effects for practic:--r dl
national sectors show a continuous increase in time. Hence, it may ind*: n
concluded that the interdependency behveen the EC-countries is increasrng, n -nrt
cases relatively strongly.
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Figure 8. Indirect Production Effects for Manufacturing Products
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Figure 9. Indirect Production Effects for Market Services
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There are, horvever, some exceptions that mainly relate to The Netherlands. The

ln:tch fuel & power industry shorvs a decrease in the spill-over effect from 1959 to
.:-0. but this decrease and the subsequent increase between 1970 and 1975 may
u-r be observed in the indirect domestic effect. Both changes may be explained by
ft demise of the coal industry and the rise of the exploitation of natural gas. Parallel
nrreases and decreases in domestic and intra-EC effects are also found for Dutch
urket services. In this case, a simple explanation is not yet available.

Fourth, if we look at the overall EC indirect effect over time, no clear pattern

-€rges. This implies that in several cases an increase in intra-Ec spill-over effects
r- be found that will be counter-balanced by a reduction of the domestic indirect
f.',-ts. Hence, the idea of a Fortress Europe certainly is not confirmed with these
,'r. from 1959 to 1975. The development per sector over time is also not clear.

Total indirect EC-effects from agriculture do show a general increase, but there
.r: several exceptions. The size of the indirect effects from French agriculture in
:j: and from Italian agriculture in all years appear to be rather small. The increase

n :r-r{h the indirect domestic effects and the EC-imports due to German and Belgium
qncuiture is rather remarkable.

lhe Dutch U-curves for fuel and power are found back in the other EC-countries,
ur :nh' for the total-EC indirect effects. Certainly, the Dutch story does not apply to
u :ther four countries, but the increase from 1970 lo 1975 will be due to the oil
:r.c: nse noted earlier.

!.lanufacturing (Figure 8) changes much less than the first two sectors. The
q;:ase in the indirect effects from German manufacturing stands out. The larger

ur --f these increases relate to indirect domestic effects. More time will be needed to
Eil*-. -- these effects and to explain why France, for example, shows a decrease in its
n',::-cr domestic as well as in its total EC-effects for manufacturing after 1965. The

nn"c.g and construction sector shows similar change.
:.s opposed to manufacturing and building, the changes in the indirect effects

rnn ;iarket services in Germany and France look very similar (see Figure 9).
-r-' --..the differences in size of the indirect effects of non-market services seem to

E3:\e Given the measurement problems of public production further investigation
u ss: :eeded here.

'.::'.rall1', the differences in the indirect effects per sector per country are not too
,ri-r*---i rf thev are considered only at the aggregated level of six sectors. A more

@$iirg"--3sated analysis may shorv more revealing differences and may clarifr some of
6q n-erplained differences found above.

1 CO\CLUSION

-: = paper reports on some first explorations of a set of intercourtry input-
mum'-: ::bles for the five old EC-countries for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975

b;n.. :e::nck. 1984). The tables provide unused and nerv possibilities for analysis. It
l-.:. hou'ever, that old or new trade theory alone will be insufficient to explain

J@urgl ,r trade and industrial structure. Furthermore, it became clear that some care

r E:,:: rn using such data because of changes in statistical practices and because of
h lse - - the column trade coefficient assumption to construct these tables.
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Finally, studying interdependency coefficients at the level of the six a_s_sr:{dr
sectors shows a consistent increase in intra-EC spill-over effects, whereas d.''-r:c
interindustry interaction shows rather diverse patterns of development.

The next phase of investigation will have to proceed along two hnes im.
further exploration of the tables at the disaggregated level of 30 and 44 sec--:r: r
necessary. Second, an extension of the series with tables for 1980 (e.g. tir,:* rff
Langer, 1987) and 1985 will be needed. Before such an extension is unde:aa.
however, an evaluation of alternatives to the column trade coefficient assurrs",un-

such as gravity approaches, reconciliation techniques or extended RAS-procedi:= I
necessary as well as a solution to the producers'/ ex customs prices inconsis=B
(see Boomsma, Van der Linden and Oosterhaven, l99l).
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